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ABSTRACT. -.
During the last 15 years, -Chicano literature Is not

only repeated some of the topics of Mexican literature, but ha added-
many more. Similar to Mexican literature, Chicano literature de is
with: the pains, trials, and common experiences ofschildhood; t
loss' of religion, as traditional Catholicism confronts the changing
needs and.desires of the Chicano's new-realities; the agricultural
experience; problems of survival in a hostile society; a search for
personal and group identity; and rites of passage and loss, of ;

innocence. The first three subjects are original to Chicano authors;
the final three, although overlapping with other literatures, are
alwals given a unique setting or solution. Although .Chicano writing
has not developed the varied themes present in Mexican literature,--.
its basic and most original theme is that "man's dreams and plans are
brutally shattered when they conflict with the espailished order of
society." Despite this elemental theme of broken ideals, much of
Chicano prose is theme-less. Although Hex 4.0; writing has been
regarded as the most "innovative and deman g in the creation.of new . .

literary techniques", Chicano literature has been particularly adept
in the creation of the child narrator. Thus, Chicano literature has
achieved significant and lasting 'interpretation of unique' human
experiences.and a laudable originality that will soon florish into
first-rate literature. (Author/MQ)
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to the.plight of the non-integrated Mexican American, Chicano
zr,

created a "literature in search of idehtity"; one which

straddles the fence betweeA North American and Mexican letters. Alihough

written 'in the United States, usually in English or "podia," Chicano

literature cannot mesh well with traditional NorthAmerican literature.

Its authors hail from ardifferent background and social experience and do

not link themselves with the traditions of most North American writers,

Chicano literature obviouslylihds,roots in Mexican belles-lettres and

derives inspiration from that:model. Yet neither,language, subject matter,

nor theme harmonize fully with Mexican literature. Feeling rej4kted by

both the AngloPmerican and the Me*ican,.the Chji,cano writer himself has

rejected both literary tradition6,1 desiring to find identity in the

newness of self expression. Chicano literature,_ broadly defined

literature written by North Americans of Mexican -descent; has now reached

such quantity and quality that it. must be examinedlas-an"promms body,

existing between and among'tdobther strong literatures. 'Literature,
.

here defined asvartistic te-creation of significant human experience,

Chicano writers explores and re- creates hUman'experiences heretofore

not viewed.in literature One Chicano writer affirms that to reproduce

these.ew relrlities',, "Chicano literatilre nest reflect the mailtiple ex-
.

periehces of the Mexican Amer4an and explore a matfOicity'of Mexican

American themes . ... and must be from the joint 'o view of ari inside
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participant."2

To listen to these 'new voices (those of Chicano writers and cries

is to be confidently assured that`&-completery independent Chicano liter-

ature.exi§ts. Yet what makeS'it unique? How is Chicano writing any

r
.

idifferent.from Steinbeck's Tortilla. Flat or Harvey Fergusson's Rio Grande?
i..

_../

Or how does i t differ from Fuentes' La Rezi.6p mas transparente, Ruifes

,'
f4 llanoe'n llamas, or Gustavo Sainz's Gazebo? The present study examines

(hree majclements of literary creation as they appear in various.:ChiCano
__-. ,

!writings, in 'an attempt to determine what, if any, originality is present.

)kt
.

Mexican litera ire of the TWentieth century provides the contrastive
.

background for tle study. By nature this examination is general and: ..
4 # ,

cannot refer to every novel or Story written by Chicanos and Mexicans.,

SUBJECT "MATTER

Contemporary, ,Mexican literature deals with the subjects of the

Revolution (1919-1917) and its effects on contemporary society, a search

for, and an attempt to define national identity, the indigenous past.
2

the conquest and its continuation in the present, the lifeof the peasant,

experiences of a youthful maturity, death, the changes resulting from

rural to urban living, etc. The subject matter of Chicano literature

during the last.fifteeniyears repeats some of these topics but Sdds-many,,

more, therefore, its origninality. The (1) pains, trials and common e-

ptflvoes of childhood form the pasic and most original subject matter of

Chicano writing. No other literature in the SpanishAtradition (with the

,

possible exception .of Spain's An Maria Xatute) so thoroughly develops

child psychology and experience. Bless Me, Ultima recounts thd formative

experiences of a young hoy during his first.two years.oF school. Most

of the stories in Tons Rivera's "...v no se lo trag6 la tierra".poignantly
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deal with children, their sufferings and feelings as they bdgin to experience

the larger world beyond their homes. Villarreal's Pocho follows the

early years of an oversensitive child to the point where he finally con-

siders himself a man. Similar subject matter appears in Ernesto Galarza's

ilarrio Boy, Richard Vgsquez's Chicano as well as numerous poems and

short stories. While some negative criticism could he leveled at this type
#.

of writing as little more than the authors' memories,

i

F chiiMQod exper

iences, it nevertheless affords the reader the most expeditious way of

feeling the suffering of the Chicano; a child in pal° di-ews much ;Ioria on

the heartstrings than a suffellngyadtilt.

. AO

A second basic subject is the (2) loss of religion, as traditional
A

Catholicism confronts the changing needs and desires of the Chicano's

new realities. Antonio (Bless Me, Ultima) sees "curanderismo" and

childhood fantasy assume supremacy over the Virgin and the priests.

te most of the young protagonists he does /not openly deny the .re

...

but merely lets it dip to a secondary or terciary role in determining

his values. The conflict that religious laxity (by youth) "duces

in the older generation is also vital new subject matter, seen in this i

novel as well as Barrio Boy, Pocho and in "Primera C union" by Rivera./
...)

Mich of Chicano poetry expresses a yearning for a s )ler life, of

faith and hope, now lost in the, new assimilated soc;ety.

It almost goes without saying that the subject and backdrop of ituch

Chicano literature is the (3) agricultural exnerience. While this Is

not a complete break from Mexican letters (thle short stories of Juan

Rulfo and others) it is nevertheless sckextensive that it at first

aopearg to be the only subject matter ,or Chicare writing. The orig.

?pre stems fdea lack of identification with the land; the migrant

L.

4

nality

is
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working the fields of another and has lost spiritual contact with Mother

Earth. Related to this concern is the problem of the activist, perhaps

an old revolutionary (Pocho or Nick /acs's story "The Visit") who is

forced into the subjugated life of a day laborer. The resulting internal

conflict, rebellion, and resignation are subjects dealt with in Richard

Bariors The Pleura ,,Plum Pickers, Vasquez's Chicano, most of Rivera's stories

(especially On the,$oad to Texas: Pete Fonesca" in A2tign) and Alurista's

collection o5 poetry, Flori en Aztlgn.

'Similar to Mexican literature (as well as much contemporary orth

American prose) Chicano writing deals with (4) problems of survival in

a hostile society (Pocho, Chicano), (5) a search for personal and group

identity ( Rudolfo Gonzales' epic "I am Joaquin /Yo soy Joaquin," excellent

portrayal in Antonio's conflict in Bless tie, Ultima, in Alurista, etc.),

ar18 Cites of passage and loss of innocence. In sum, the first three
e.

sljects:discussed are original to Chicanb authors; the final three,

although overlapping with, other literatures, are always given a uniaue

setting or solution. Rodolfo Gonzges1-search for identity, for example,

is the Mexican intellectI search (Cuaut4Moc - Cortes 7 Hidalgo - Jugrez)

as well as .the MexiC.ar-American (Laborertactivist, La Raze, etC.).
A

am Joaquin
lost in a world of confusion,
caught up in the "whirl of a

vringo society,
confused by the rulep.
scorned by'attitudes,..

Related to the,subjectbatter in literature is theme, the unifying

.

generalization

..basic and most

about lire postulated ar portrayed in a work of art. The

originaltheme of Chi6ano literature is thatman's dreams

--Nor z
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dividuals, human

and plans are brutally shattered when they conflict with the established

order of society. Hence Frustration, despair, and 11D(pelessness pervade

Chicano letters. A similar therm predominates Mexican literature ---

lack' of Fulfillment of the ideals of the Mexican Revolution (Carlos

Fuentes, Agustin Ygriez., Rosario Castellanos, Sergio Fetligndez). Aaut

Mexican literat6re expounds the failure of the establishment, of national

goals, of national identity. Chicano literature, on the other hand, is

much more intimate, human-centered; the tragedy is personal rather than

national. A boy is expelled from school for a fight he didn't'ctart ("Es

clue duele," Rivera); a child is senselessly' killed by a greedy rancher

("Los nirlos no se aguantaron," Rivera) ; sons'ao of to war and return only

to say "goodbye," forsakihg the family''S was (Bless Me, Ultima, Poothe;

farm workers are

familuaThe Plum

. . .

taken advantage of', losing all hope to improve/Selt and

Plum Pickers). The heart-felt tragedy of thwarted in-i. ..:-
-,

beings with too little chance to achieve is the overridirig

theme of current Chicano literature.' It must be noted that Chican6 writing

f, ...
.

"as not developed the varied themes ptizsent in -Mexican literature. The.za

experience of the downtrodden, the isolated, thwarted individual has been

'sofsitrong that it has driminated thematic concerns of:Chicano literary
!

expr;4ssior.

Shattered dreams also include loss of honor in the fight for sur-

vival (Floyd Salas' Tattoo the Wicked Cross, Chicano). -The novel Pocho

relates the story of Juan Rubio,' an ex-revolutionary escaped to the United

States. It is apparent as he resigns himself to Fruit picking that he.

has lost the honor once pranted hi6; yet the novelist chooses to follow

/-
the plight of the Family's only son, ignoring the adjustments and on8uish

of the father. Such a course weakens the possible Otv6hological'imaict

a

ti



of the work. Too frcquehtly the internal anguish of the Chicano literary

character is left unexplored, in favor of the external strugges for

justice.

The future of the Chicano is also shattered by 'mistrust and betrayal.

At times it is the classical conflict: typical "gringo" betrays and

abandons the Chicana he's gotten nregpant (Chicano).* But most wt tert

are wise enough not to follow such a stereotyped, facile dilema and irc

so doingicontribute to the originality of Chicano literature. DoRa Ak
o

Varina's neurotic fear and outdated pride cause.her to betray her niece

. Lina into the hands 'of a auack doctor for a supposed abortion -- Chicano

betrays Chicano ("A Rosary for Dore Marina" by Octavio. Romano and Herminio

Rios) . 'One'i own Raza betfays him! The bay Antonio aless Me, uitta)

is placed in a situation analogous to Greek tragedy -- his

and heritage urge him to beea llanero; his mother's kin and traditions

push him toward farming. This insolvable conflict can only result in

*betrayal to the ideals of one or both parents. Children are placed in

similar situatiodt in Pocho and Barrio Boy, forced to betray and shatter

the hopes of mother and/or father. This type of betrayal conflict normally

,/ results from the new life styles the Chicano must follow: mother pushes

for integration and education; father for tradition and machismo.

Despite this elemental theme of broken ideals, it must honestly be

said that much of Chicano prose is theme-less. Just as the everyday

life of man likely has no unifying thew, much of Chicano literature is

little more than an "inside Participant" recalling life experiences.

ToO-many nrose writers have in the artistic selection, arranpement

and development of details, events and characters. hence they are unable

to wring a nowerful and original. thecae from their- writing, and the reader

--eA711Fr"p:4:"
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"'The war is terrible...' i y ,rand father said. I thought rod must look

is left both searching and yearning for some unifying human truth on which

to form opinions.

LITERARY TECHINIQUES

Of the many national literatures' in Latin America, Mexican writing

during the last twenty years has been reaar ie4 as the most "innovative and

demanding with respect to the 4Teation of new literary techniques."

Hence, when viewed in the light of Mexican literature, Chicano writing

would stem hard-pressed to come .up with ',something new." Yet despite

this difficulty in ovations have been wrought in at least tw6'imnortent

areas: point of view and structure.

.Commencing with Rulfo's Pedro Paramo and continuing through younger

writers like Gustavo Sainz (Gazapo), the narrator in Mexican prose has

became a rather nort-descript, floating personage, changing point of view,

time and spade as he sees fit. Such a narrator pur asefully trade,

heterogenous, confused view of the world. Chicano

contrary has evolved an intrisic, first person narrator, one rho can

bear personal and sincere witness to the events he re6quAts. As one,

iterature on the

critic his observed much of Chicano writing is purely exPiridtial, ar

,nature individual looking back, recalling his oWn life.. t such it is

post appropriate that a personalized narra bring his world to the

reader. Chicano literature has been particularly adept ih the creation

of the child narrator. .The 4arwith and intimacy created' by a youme narrator,

oeten with an overly adult perspective, is not surpassed in any literature:

Alltader cannot help butAdrawn into the created world by this internal

point orview. In Bless Me, Ultima Antonio confides: "The new,shoes

felt stran7e to Irv! feet that had run bare for almost seven years;"

8



4 that way wh reen He is angry." "I damed about the owl that night, and fitly
*.

_.:-..dream was good. La Virgen de ".:uadalupe...,"
0

The reader of such a story
1.

freely enters into the life of the characters, feeling the honesty and

candor generated by the child narratbr. Even though many novels opt for*

the more omniscient third person narrator, through much dialogue and per- .

sonal confession by one or several characters, they achieve a similar

intimate feeling of closeness and confidence in the sqbject4atter.

chicano, Barrio Boy and Pocho are excellent examples or this technicue;

by mixing frequent first person speech -and experience with third cerzon

narration, the reader feels that he is being let in'on innermost confi-
,

dences, heretofore told to no one. Such a. narrator indeed weaves a tight

web of interest around the reader, one that urges him to continue reading

and hoping for more prose from the same author.

The same chn. ue is repeated in the Chicano short story : a some-

what naive, first person, Intimate narrator bikkrIgs what appears to be

his own story to 'the reader. Rivera's "Primera Comunion" is likely the

finest example, where a young lad seemingly confesses to the reader his

doubts 'Ind worldly thoughts regarding Comminion. The subject of weaken-

ing and loss of religious belief is nowhere Tort convincing than from a

youngster who begins to doubt, finding that his childhood inculcations

no longer order and explain the world: .1,"Hasta se me olvid6 que le habi:a

echado mentiras al padre. Y luego me senda lo mismo que cuando habra

oldo hablar al misionero acerca de la zracia de Dio; 6onfusion]. ,Tenla

cans de saber mgs.'" Other stories by the same author ("La noche que

apagaron las luces," "La mono en la bolsa," "On the Road tad:Texas: Pete

Fonesca," etc.) very capably develop an unaffected, candid narrator, not

Fully capable of understanding the world but capable of observing injustices



and inconsistencies. Hick Vaca's "The Week of the Life of Manuel Hernandez:

Diary,"Americo l'aredes' "The Hammon and the Beans," a d Pi ado MUro's

"Cecilia Rosas" also come to the'.reader via an unsophis ated fully

believable narrator, recounting events as they seemingly happened to him.

Such a point of view in fiction greatly enhances the verisim.ility and

emotional paler 'of the story.
/

Chicano poetry,-more so than its counterpart in Aexio, has similarly

been written from the intrinsic, personal point of view. Most of the

novels here discussed, as well as the short stories, are written and

.

published in English; they'are meditated, rational expositions of Chicano

conflict and experience. The poetry, to the contrary, usually comes to

the reader in Spanish (or(a later bilingual edition), a more intimate,

emotional reaction to life than prose. When expressing feelings and emotion

the poet se4m4y-returns to the most subjective period of tis life,

hildhood, and the lanquae he heard and spoke at that time., As an ex-.

ssion of personal sentiments, Chicano poetry also employs the "I-witness"

Pimator (often called the poetic voice, in Poetry). ''I Joanuin/Yo
a

soy Joaquin," for example, in the Bantam edition, carries a cover picture

of yoing adolescents as if one of them were the storyteller. The poem

is a pe of confession, testimony, accusatipn a personal anguish for all
A.

i.

Chicanr the narrator effects this'identificati for the reader who

N c .

immediately sympathizes with him. Nephtali de Leo s Chicano Poet, Ricardo
.4

Sanchezi Canto y (Tito Mi Giberaci6n, Alurista's Floricanto en il.zt and

\ (/
rany o.the5 books of poetry are replete with the intimate, unaffected simple

narration In first person.

A sea* technical contribution, less extensive but likely more

significant, the oriczniality of literary-lcuz.and structure. Crossing

1 0

L
k
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traditional bounds between the novel atid the short story., Rivera's

ho se 10 traE6 la tierra" unifies thirteen r.ort stories into a single

grouping that produces an effect similar tof a novel, more than a dis4ointed
, J

collection of sho5st
i
ries. To further b ur horizons between littarary

genres each story is ITeceded by a'brief s,etch or'introduatory'para-

i

graph that.gives ity, purpose and setting, causing the narration that

follows to mesh to previous and future topics. Hence the reader not -,
N

only enjoys involvement with individual tories; he' is forced to discosver

relationships that at first may not be .o Such participation rewires

that the reader become a closer part of the created world. '

Barrio's novel, The Plum Plum Pick rs; has been criticized ror its

broken. often preachy narrative. Yet t tpo is experimenting with form:

Somewhat the opposite of Rivera, 'the` ter has created a novel that is -.

IIcomposed of related short stories. Wth the exception of the vitriolic

preachment. of chapter eighteen; the o er thirty-three Chapterv.a.7

short vignettes and sketches revolv g around agricultural harvests.

Each has a separate unity whifh eye ly ties into thematic structure.

of the whole work. While theyesul -here is not as successful as in

Rivera, the attempt at Originality narrative structure must be praised.

0 Chicano'literature is still very new! It has existed in newspapers,

/ popular ballads, etc. for ,centuries of course, but only in the last

fifteen years has it been seriously studied and criticized:' To assume

that it has reached its maturity is to expect too much. There are still

. numerous stylistic and technical diffiulties that must be perficted;

& .

(1) The writing often attempts to be too lyrical, with an over-emphasis

on adlectivatio9. (2) Works freqUently lack a unifyint: focus,:9ne which

j

t

4
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would remedy the problem of weak or absent theme, already,noted:' (3) C!.1.4:-

cano writing is t often directed the cruel forth Anerican "gabacho,"

rather than serving the functilIN.laf, self-development-and self-knowledge..

(4) Too_ carry storms are mere "cuadros de coStumbre," Picturesque sketches

that describe a ',person or place but fail to develop character or plot.

(S) Psychological penetra4on at human, armish and aspiration 'is limited

to too few stories, often neglected in favor or frontal attac on "the ,

system." (6) Novelistic development is generally lineal and experiential;

few writers have produced more than 'one novel, having seeringlv run out of

iraRinative material beyond their own lives. (7) The female experiencl,.

told by a woman writer, has-not been developed. Yet despite these prob-

).ems Chicano literature has already achieved siv,nificant and lasting in-

terpretation of unique human experiencs and a laudable orivin;lity that

will soon flourish into first-rate literature.
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